We study the luminescence of unintentionally doped and Si-doped In x Ga 1−x N nanowires with a low In content (x < 0.2) grown by molecular beam epitaxy on Si substrates. The emission band observed at 300 K from the unintentionally doped samples is centered at much lower energies (800 meV) than expected from the In content measured by x-ray diffractometry and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy. This discrepancy arises from the pinning of the Fermi level at the sidewalls of the nanowires, which gives rise to strong radial built-in electric fields. The combination of the built-in electric fields with the compositional fluctuations inherent to (In,Ga)N alloys induces a competition between spatially direct and indirect recombination channels. At elevated temperatures, electrons at the core of the nanowire recombine with holes close to the surface, and the emission from unintentionally doped nanowires exhibits a Stark shift of several hundreds of meV. The competition between spatially direct and indirect transitions is analyzed as a function of temperature for samples with various Si concentrations. We propose that the radial Stark effect is responsible for the broadband absorption of (In,Ga)N nanowires across the entire visible range, which makes these nanostructures a promising platform for solar energy applications.
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The possibility to tune the bandgap of (In,Ga)N across the whole visible spectral range makes this ternary alloy highly attractive for solar harvesting applications such as solar cells or photoelectrochemical water splitting. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] However, strain relaxation in planar (In,Ga)N/GaN heterostructures occurs through the generation of extended nonradiative defects, which are detrimental for optoelectronic devices. The growth of (In,Ga)N in the form of nanowires lifts this constraint, since strain can relax at the nanowire sidewalls. 8 In addition, the nanowire geometry is beneficial regarding an efficient coupling between light and matter, and enhanced conversion efficiencies have for instance been reported for III-V semiconductor nanowire solar cells. 9, 10 Another peculiarity of wurtzite group-IIInitride heterostructures grown along the polar c direction arises from the large differences in the spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations at the heterostructure interfaces. These discontinuities in the polarization field give rise to built-in electric Table 1 : Summary of the most important properties of the samples under investigation. Shown are the substrate temperature T sub , the temperature of the Si effusion cell T Si , the mean equivalent disk diameter d disk of the nanowires and its standard deviation, the average length L of the nanowires, their coalescence degree σ C , and their average In content x. For all samples, x has been deduced from both x-ray diffractometry (XRD) and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). fields, whose magnitude is on the order of MV/cm in a quantum well. As a result, electrons and holes are localized at opposite interfaces of the quantum well, and the associated redshift of the transition energy and the reduction in the overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions are commonly referred to as quantum-confined Stark effect. 11, 12 In group-III nitride nanowires, a similar spatial separation of electrons and holes can result from the radial electric fields that accompany the surface band bending as a consequence of the Fermi level pinning at the lateral surface of the nanowires. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] In particular, in GaN nanowires, this separation can be large enough to significantly reduce the wavefunction overlap and lead to a quenching of the nanowire photoluminescence intensity. 19, 20 The situation becomes even more complex when considering the case of (In,Ga)N nanowires. The experimentally observed presence of radial electric fields 20, 21 is accompanied by strong carrier localization. 22, 23 This localization may occur at compositional fluctuations in the ternary alloy [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] or at random dopant fluctuations in the nanowire 30 and may result in individual electron and hole localization at random spatial positions.
In this letter, we study experimentally the combined role of radial surface electric fields and carrier localization in the ternary alloy on the emission properties of spontaneously formed (In,Ga)N nanowires. We show that the interplay of these two effects can give rise to a radial equivalent to the quantum confined Stark effect. Our study is motivated by the discrepancy between the alloy composition measured by x-ray diffractometry and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy on the one hand, and the peak energy of the dominant emission band observed by cathodoluminescence spectroscopy on the other hand. To investigate the origin of this discrepancy, we perform temperature-dependent and time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy on both unintentionally doped and Si-doped nanowire ensembles. These investigations reveal that the main emission band in the undoped (In,Ga)N nanowires stems from the recombination of radially separated electrons and holes, which thus experience a radial Stark effect causing a strong redshift of the corresponding radiative transitions. Furthermore, we highlight the important role of surface states for the magnitude of the radial electric fields by photoluminescence measurements following a dilute hydrochloric acid etch as well as by cathodoluminescence experiments following prolonged electron irradiation.
To give an overview of the samples under investigation, Fig. 1 shows top-view SEM images taken on two unintentionally doped (hereafter referred to as undoped) nanowire ensembles grown by molecular beam epitaxy at substrate temperatures T sub of 590 and 640 • C and from two Si-doped samples with 500 nm T sub = 640 • C and different doping levels. For each nanowire ensemble, the distribution of equivalent disk diameters 31 is shown in the corresponding inset. As given in Table 1 Figure 2 (a) displays ω-2θ x-ray diffraction scans for the two undoped samples. Assuming that the In x Ga 1−x N nanowires are entirely relaxed, 33 the peak position of the (0002) reflection indicates that the average In composition x is 0.06 and 0.16 for the nanowire ensembles grown at T sub = 640 and 590 • C, respectively. For both samples, the (0002) reflection is broad and asymmetric. Based on the linewidth of the (0002) reflection and neglecting the contribution of the shortest nanowires to the broadening, we obtain ranges in In content between x = 0 and 0.13 for T sub = 640 • C and between x = 0.05 and 0.3 for T sub = 590 • C. As summarized in Table 1 , the average In contents deduced by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy [see spectra in the inset of Fig. 2(a) ] are slightly larger than those obtained by x-ray diffractometry. This finding may arise from the low accuracy of energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy for a quantitative composition analysis in the case of nanowire samples, as dis- cussed in the methods section.
Cathodoluminescence spectra taken at 300 K on the two undoped (In,Ga)N nanowire ensembles are shown in Fig. 2(b) . The emission from the samples grown at T sub = 640 and 590 • C is centered at 2.40 and 2.05 eV, respectively. Assuming that the bandgap of In x Ga 1−x N is given by 34 the In contents corresponding to the peak energies in Fig. 2 (b) are x = 0.26 and 0.36, respectively. In other words, for both samples, the emission energy is about 800 meV lower than expected from the average composition.
Previous works have demonstrated the presence of pronounced In composition gradients along the axis of (In,Ga)N nanowires. 25, 28 Such a gradient could potentially contribute to the discrepancy between emission energy and average In content. the nanowire length. 38 Hence, the absence of any spectral shift in Fig. 2 (c) rules out any significant compositional gradient along the axis of the nanowires under investigation. This finding is confirmed on a larger number of nanowires in Fig. 2 (d), which shows the evolution of the cathodoluminescence spectra in top-view geometry with varying V acc for the two undoped nanowire ensembles. According to Monte Carlo simulations of the generation volume, 39 75% of the beam energy is deposited down to depths of 30, 70, 210, and 350 nm for V acc =3, 5, 10, and 15 kV, respectively. At the same time, the number of generated carriers increases linearly with V acc . 40 The generated carrier density thus decreases by a factor of about 5 with V acc increasing from 3 to 15 kV. Since the cathodoluminescence spectra show only minor shifts as a function of V acc , these experiments confirm the absence of a significant compositional gradient along the nanowire axis. It is well known that planar (In,Ga)N layers exhibit a large Stokes shift that results from compositional inhomogeneities. 22, 23 Similarly, in (In,Ga)N-based nanowire heterostructures, the combination of compositional fluctuations [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and inhomogeneous strain 41 can induce a strong redshift of the nanowire emission. In addition, (In,Ga)N nanowires may exhibit large densities of stacking faults, 42 which induce charge carrier localization along the nanowire axis, 43, 44 and the random distribution of dopants in these nanoscale structures can also localize charge carriers. 30 To get a deeper insight into the localization and recombination dynamics of charge car-riers in our nanowires, we have carried out temperature-dependent photoluminescence experiments. Figure 3 (a) displays the photoluminescence spectra taken between 10 and 230 K on the undoped nanowire ensemble for T sub = 640 • C. Similar experiments carried out on the undoped nanowires grown at T sub = 590°C are shown in the Supplementary Information (Fig. S2) . At 10 K, the spectrum is dominated by a band centered at 2.40 eV. In addition, a weaker emission band is observed at 3.12 eV. Two distinct emission bands at low temperatures have also been observed in Ref. 45 . These two bands exhibit a significant spectral overlap, as can be noted when plotting the spectrum on a semi-logarithmic scale (see Supplementary Information). The bands at 2.40 and 3.12 eV are both inhomogeneously broadened and exhibit a full width at half maximum of 0.35 and 0.22 eV, respectively. While the energy of the low-energy band corresponds fairly well to the peak emission energy measured at 300 K in cathodoluminescence spectra, the emission energy of the high-energy band coincides with the (In,Ga)N bandgap calculated using the In content obtained by x-ray diffractometry [ Fig. 2(b) ]. In addition, the inset in Fig. 3(b) shows that the energy of the 2.40 eV band remains almost constant between 10 and 300 K, while the high-energy band is redshifted at high temperatures. Neither of these bands exhibit a temperature dependence compatible with the temperature dependence of the band gap.
It is thus tempting to ascribe the presence of these two bands at 3.12 and 2.40 eV to the recombination of carriers bound to shallow and deep potential fluctuations, respectively. To test this hypothesis, we study the evolution of the emission intensity of these two lines as a function of temperature: an increase in temperature should lead to a redistribution of charge carriers from deeply to weakly localized states, 22, 46 and is thus expected to give rise to a quenching of the low-energy emission to the benefit of the high-energy band. Figure 3 (b) displays the temperature dependence of the emission intensities of the high-and low-energy bands (I high and I low , respectively), and the ratio I low /I high is shown in Fig. 3(d) . Clearly, the evolution of the photoluminescence spectra as a function of temperature is inconsistent with the assignment of the two emission bands to shallow and deep potential fluctuations. The total nanowire emission intensity decreases with temperature, indicating the activation of a nonradiative recombination channel related either to point defects 47 and/or to the nanowire surface. 48, 49 However, I low and I high do not exhibit the same dependence with temperature. While I high decreases continuously between 10 and 300 K, I low decreases between 10 and 100 K, remains nearly constant between 100 and 150 K and decreases again for higher temperatures. The ratio I low /I high features a pronounced minimum at a temperature T min = 125 K, and the temperature dependence of I low /I high cannot be fit using an Arrhenius behavior (a qualitatively similar behavior was observed for the sample with x = 0.16, as shown in the Supplementary Information). This finding is in contrast to what is expected for the delocalization of carriers from strongly to weakly localized states. Consequently, localization at compositional fluctuations or dopants alone cannot account for the temperature dependence of the emission spectra of our (In,Ga)N nanowires.
Several additional observations allow us to conclusively rule out In-rich clusters as the origin of the low-energy band. First, the density of these clusters needs to be small enough not to be detected by XRD [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Therefore, the transitions related to In-rich clusters should be easily saturated when using a high and localized excitation as the one for the cathodoluminescence experiments, in contradiction with what is seen experimentally in Fig. 2(d) . Second, as shown in Ref.
3, our (In,Ga)N nanowires exhibit a broadband absorption. To get such a broadband absorption, one requires a high density of In-rich clusters that should be detected in XRD. Since this is not the case [ Fig. 2(a) ], we rule out the presence of such clusters in our Figure 4 : The upper part shows sketches of the lateral band profile across an (In,Ga)N nanowire, where the long-range depletion field is superimposed by potential fluctuations in the ternary alloy. Electrons in the conduction band (CB) and holes in the valence band (VB) can be localized in separate potential minima in radial direction. As a consequence of the depletion fields, a radial Stark shift reduces the transition energy of radially indirect transitions (dashed double arrows) compared to the one of direct transitions (solid double arrows). The three panels represent the situation (a) at low temperature, (b) at the intermediate temperature T min where electrons move toward the center of the nanowire, favoring direct transitions, and (c) at a temperature sufficiently high for holes to move towards the sidewalls of the nanowire and for the radially indirect transitions to dominate the photoluminescence spectrum. The lower graphs sketch the corresponding mean probability densities ρ(r) for the distribution of the electrons and holes across the nanowire.
nanowires.
To understand the evolution of the emission spectra with temperature as depicted in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) , we also have to consider the pinning of the Fermi level at the sidewalls of the nanowires, which may strongly modify their optical properties. 14, 18, 50 In GaN, the Fermi level is pinned approximately 0.6 eV below the minimum of the conduction band, and unintentionally doped nanowires with a diameter below 100 nm are fully depleted. 13, 17, 51, 52 We expect that this experimental result applies as well to our unintentionally doped (In,Ga)N nanowires, since they have a low In content, an average diameter of less than 115 nm (Table 1) , and a background doping level that is likely to be on the order of or larger than 10 17 cm −3 . 13,32 The depletion induces radial built-in electric fields that pull the electron and hole wavefunctions toward the core and the sidewalls of the nanowire, respectively. For GaN nanowires, this separation of electrons and holes results in a total quenching of luminescence if the fields exceed a magnitude sufficient for the dissociation of excitons. 18 For the ternary alloy (In,Ga)N, however, the localization of electrons and holes is not only determined by the radial electric fields, but also by compositional fluctuations. These fluctuations may induce the localization of excitons or, as reported by several groups, the individual localization of electrons and holes. [53] [54] [55] [56] The radial spatial separation of electrons and holes may then cause transitions with arbitrary redshift (up to the energy of the pinned Fermi level) compared to the actual bandgap of the material. Figure 4 illustrates this idea, schematically representing the potential landscape for electrons and holes in the nanowires accounting for the radial built-in electric fields and the potential fluctuations that arise from inhomogeneities in the alloy composition and dopant distribution. In such a complex potential landscape, electrons and holes may localize at random positions and, in particular, independently. The spatial distribution of electrons and holes and the corresponding recombination energy may then depend intimately on the magnitude of the radial electric fields, on the depth of the local potential fluctuations, and on temperature.
The observation at low temperatures of a two-band behavior instead of a single and broad emission band may at first appear surprising. To explain this finding, let us as-sume that (i) potential fluctuations follow a Gaussian distribution with a mean value E 0 sufficiently deep to localize holes, and (ii) that the energy depth E T required to localize electrons is much larger than E 0 . It follows directly that the density of energy minima capable of localizing an electron and a hole at the same site is small. Since built-in electric fields are stronger close to the surface, the tunneling rate is larger for localized states located close to the sidewalls of the nanowires. Since the density of energy minima deep enough to localize electrons is small, an electron tunneling/hopping out of a potential minimum close to the surface is unlikely to localize in the immediate vicinity, but most likely proceeds towards the center of the nanowire. Consequently, at low temperature, electrons and holes are either located at the same site, giving rise to the high energy band, or exhibit a large radial separation, giving rise to the low energy band, and intermediate emission energies are unlikely, in agreement with what is observed experimentally in Fig. 3 . Note that the characteristic energies E 0 and E T and thus I low /I high depend on the magnitude of the radial fields at the surface and on the depth of the potential fluctations. Consequently, the exact shape of the photoluminescence spectrum, as well as the ratio I low /I high , vary in a complex fashion with T sub , T Si , and σ C .
Spatially direct transitions, which correspond to the high energy emission band, seem to be much favored over indirect ones because of their higher overlap and thus shorter radiative lifetime. However, the separation of electrons and holes not only slows down their radiative recombination, but also nonradiative processes: any Shockley-ReadHall recombination event requires the interaction of both electron and hole with the recombination center. The combined overlap of separately localized electrons and holes with nonradiative recombination centers is just as low as their mutual overlap. For statistically localized electron-hole pairs, the nonradiative rate is thus decreased concurrently with the radiative one.
To test these ideas, we analyze the ratio I low /I high , which is a function of the recombination rates of direct and indirect transitions. Since the effective mass of electrons is significantly lower than that of holes, an increase in temperature leads first to an increased transfer rate of electrons toward the center of the nanowire, as indicated in Fig. 4(b) , while the transfer hole remain mostly frozen. With more electrons becoming available for direct transitions in the core of the nanowire, this recombination channel is promoted, leading to the decrease in I low /I high as observed in Fig. 3(d) when the temperature approaches T min . However, when the temperature increases further, also holes can escape the potential fluctuations and drift toward the surface of the nanowire, as displayed in Fig. 4(c) . The average spatial separation between the electron and hole wavefunctions is then increased again, decreasing the proportion of the spatially direct high-energy transitions and increasing that of the low-energy transition. This development leads to an increase in I low /I high . At 300 K, we find that I low I high , implying that the surface band bending is larger than k B T and that the relaxation of electrons and holes in our (In,Ga)N nanowires is faster than the radiative lifetime for the spatially direct recombination.
As an independent test for the attribution of the high-and low-energy transitions to spatially direct and indirect transitions, respectively, we investigate samples with various doping levels. As shown in Refs. 13, 17, and 52, the depletion depth within the nanowires can be controlled by doping. For unintentionally doped (In,Ga)N with a residual n-type doping in the mid 10 17 cm −3 , the entire nanowire interior experiences a strong built-in electric field. For higher doping densities, the fraction of the nanowire volume experiencing strong radial fields is reduced, which should lead to a decrease of I low /I high . Table 1 . The significant blueshift for T Si larger than 1250°C may also result from a change in strain state originating from the decrease in σ C . The energy shift for the low-energy band is larger (≈ 0.6 eV), indicating that for higher Si concentrations the increasing electron density in the nanowire leads to a partial screening of the surface states and thus to a reduction of the energy at which the Fermi level is pinned. 52 Most importantly, the ratio I low /I high decreases from 2.5 to 0.14 with increasing Si incorporation, and the low-energy band vanishes for the highest doping concentration (T Si =1300 • C). This finding is in complete agreement with the one explained above based on the interpretation of the lowenergy transition as a spatially indirect one. A fingerprint for the individual localization of electrons and holes as depicted in Fig. 4 is the power law decay of the emission intensity after pulsed excitation. [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] Figure 5(a) shows the time evolution of the low-and high-energy emission bands at 10 K after pulsed excitation. The transients have been integrated spectrally integrated. Note that there is no significant spectral dependence of the transients within the respective emission bands (see Supplementary Information). The transient attributed to the spatially indirect transitions closely resembles the decay reported for (In,Ga)N/GaN quantum wells in Ref. 54 and can be fit fairly well by a simple phenomenological power law 56 as shown in Fig. 5(a) . This result confirms that alloy disorder in our (In,Ga)N nanowires leads to an independent localization of electrons and holes. The time dependence of the highenergy transition is more complex and is characterized by an initial rapid decay, which slows down considerably after 4 ns. For the longest times, the decay is even slower than that of the low-energy transition. A close inspection of this transient reveals that the initial decay is in fact close to a single exponential with a lifetime of about 700 ps, while it is clearly non-exponential at times longer than 4 ns. We found that the transient can be described very well [cf. Fig. 5(a) ] by a simple sum of an exponential and the same phenomenological power law as used for the low-energy transition, albeit with different parameters. This result shows that the high-energy emission is actually a superposition of spatially direct transitions having high oscillator strength (and thus short radiative lifetime) and spatially indirect transitions occurring at the same energy, i. e., indirect transitions that do not exhibit any Stark shift. Such transitions are possible for electrons and holes separated not radially, but vertically along the nanowire axis.
This superposition of short-and longlived excitations is most clearly reflected by the non-monotonic time dependence of I low /I high displayed in Fig. 5(b) . At 10 K, the ratio I low /I high directly after the pulse is 0.75. It increases up to 4 after about 4 ns and then decreases to a value of 0.1 for longer times. The low-energy transition originates from electrons and holes separated in radial direction, resulting in a pronounced Stark shift. The high-energy transition, in contrast, is dominated by spatially direct and most likely excitonic transitions. The rapid decay of these transitions as compared to those constituting the low-energy band leads to the initial increase in I low /I high . At times longer than 4 ns, however, the intensity of these excitonic transitions has decayed by two orders of magnitude, and transitions of electrons and holes separated along the axial direction start to dominate at the same energy. The corresponding slowdown of the decay results in the decrease of the ratio I low /I high for longer delays. With an increase of the temperature from 10 to 200 K, the maximum of I low /I high shifts to shorter times [ Fig. 5(b) ], since the decay of I high accelerates, which we attribute to an increasing participation of nonradiative processes in direct transitions. As discussed before, nonradiative recombination is much less pronounced for the indirect transitions. The temperature dependence of I low /I high for long time delays and for continuous-wave photoluminescence spectroscopy [ Fig. 3(d) ] show a similar behavior: I low /I high decreases between 10 K and T min = 125 K and increases for higher temperatures.
Any modification of the surface states leads to changes in the Fermi level pinning and the surface band bending. Regarding the magnitude of the radial Stark effect discussed above, such a modification should manifest itself by a change in the emission spectrum of the nanowires. Figure 6 shows the photoluminescence spectrum at 300 K from the unintentionally doped nanowire ensemble with This reduction of the fields should also result in an increase in electron-hole overlap and thus in an improved radiative efficiency, and we indeed observe a significant increase in photoluminescence intensity after the HCl etch.
An alternative way to modify the magnitude of the radial electric field is electron irradiation, which leads to a complex interplay between charge trapping and surface state modification by carbon contamina-tion. 59, 60 The inset of Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the cathodoluminescence peak energy of the undoped nanowire ensemble at 300 K as a function of the electron beam exposure time. During an exposure of 240 s, the emission band blueshifts by about 50 meV, indicating again the screening of the radial electric fields. Consistent with the reduced influence of surface electric fields with increasing Si doping level observed in the photoluminescence experiments, this pronounced peak shift under electron beam exposure is not observed in the doped samples. Finally, also the results of oxygen photodesorption experiments carried out on (In,Ga)N nanowires are in line with our interpretation. As shown in Ref. 20 , the modification in surface band bending due to the adsorption of oxygen at the sidewalls of (In,Ga)N nanowires only affects the low-energy part of the photoluminescence spectrum, i. e., the energy range corresponding to the radially indirect transitions.
In conclusion, we have shown that the combination of surface electric fields and carrier localization strongly affects the emission properties of spontaneously formed (In,Ga)N nanowires with a low In content. In this context, we have highlighted the dominant role of radially indirect transitions between electrons and holes localized close to the core and the surface of the nanowire, respectively, for emission at room temperature. On the one hand, the band bending arising from the pinning of the Fermi level at the sidewalls of the nanowires results in a radial Stark effect that redshifts the emission from radially indirect transitions. On the other hand, compositional inhomogeneities and the random donor distribution localize electrons and holes, hindering their complete spatial separation. At cryogenic temperatures, this competition results in the observation of two broad emission bands essentially related to spatially direct and indirect recombination. We have described in detail the dynamics of these two bands as well as their evolution with temperature. The magnitude of the Stark shift and the intensity of the radially indirect transition depend on the doping concentration and can be modified using surface treatments such as HCl etching or electron irradiation. A similar two-band behavior is expected for any ternary semiconductor alloy grown in the form of nanowires, with a high doping level and a pronounced alloy disorder. In contrast, for binary compounds such as GaN, the photoluminescence at low temperature is dominated by the recombination of excitons bound to neutral donors and acceptors. 18 In this case, the radial Stark effect only leads to a quenching of the photoluminescence intensity at low temperature and no energy shift is observed, as reported in Ref. 19 .
The quantum-confined Stark effect is usually seen as a detrimental phenomenon, since it leads to a decrease of radiative efficiency at room temperature. For some applications, however, the quantum-confined Stark effect is beneficial. 61 In the present context, it is important to note that the quantum.confined Stark effect shifts the absorption edge toward longer wavelengths. [62] [63] [64] Recent measurements of the incident-photonto-current conversion efficiency have shown that (In,Ga)N nanowires with a low In content exhibit absorption throughout the visible spectral range. 3 This broadband absorption, which results from the radial Stark effect discussed in the present paper, makes (In,Ga)N nanowires attractive for solar energy applications while limiting the demand for the relatively scarce element In. In the specific case of solar water splitting, the theoretical solarto-hydrogen conversion efficiency is maximum and equal to 47% when the bandgap of the semiconductor working electrode is equal to 1.23 eV and decreases rapidly for larger bandgaps. 65 The redshift of the bandedge resulting from the radial Stark effect thus leads to an increase in the solar-tohydrogen conversion efficiency for (In,Ga)N nanowires with low In-content. In particular, the redshift of the bandedge from 3.2 to 2.4 eV observed in Fig. 2 for the nanowires with x = 0.06 should lead to an increase in the theoretical solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency from 1 to 10%.
Experimental Methods

Growth Details and Composition Analysis
Nominally undoped and n-doped (In,Ga)N nanowires were grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy on Si(111) substrates using a self-induced approach. 3, 32 The In content was varied by changing the temperature of the substrate (T sub ) between 590 and 640 • C. 66 For Si doping, the temperature of the Si effusion cell (T Si ) was varied between 1200 and 1300 • C, corresponding to free carrier concentrations between about 1 and 2 × 10 19 cm −3 at 300 K. 32 Table 1 summarizes the growth temperature, the mean diameter, and the length of the investigated samples. For each sample, the distribution of the nanowire equivalent disk diameters d disk = 2 √ A/π was obtained by measuring the area A of the nanowire top facets in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. 31, 47 From this distribution, the mean diameter d disk and its variance are deduced by fits with a shifted Gamma distribution. 47 The composition of the (In,Ga)N nanowire ensembles was analyzed by x-ray diffractometry and energydispersive x-ray spectroscopy as summarized in Table 1 . Symmetric ω-2θ x-ray diffraction scans across the (In,Ga)N 0002 reflection were acquired with Cu K α 2 radiation using a Panalytical X'Pert system with a Ge(220) hybrid monochromator and a Ge(220) analyzer crystal. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy was performed using an EDAX Apollo XV silicon drift detector mounted to a Zeiss Ultra55 field emission scanning electron microscope operating at 7 kV. The compositions obtained by x-ray diffractometry should be more accurate than the ones deduced from energy-dispersive x-ray spectra. The quantification routines used for the analysis of the energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy scans have been developed for films that are continuous and homogeneous over the excitation volume. In addition, at the acceleration voltage of 7 kV used to probe the In-L lines, the excitation volume even extends into the Si substrate. However, since the XRD peaks for our (In,Ga)N nanowires are quite broad [see Fig. 2(a) ], small differences in In-content may be difficult to measure reliably using this technique. Therefore, EDX is certainly more suited to evaluate the change in In-content between the samples grown with T Si = 1250 and 1300°C.
Luminescence Spectroscopy The emission properties of the nanowires were studied by photoluminescence and cathodoluminescence spectroscopy. Cathodoluminescence measurements were performed at 300 K in the Zeiss field-emission SEM operating at 5 kV. The nanowire emission was collected using a parabolic mirror and dispersed using a spectrometer (focal length of 30 cm, 300 lines per mm grating) followed by a charge-coupled device (CCD). Continuous-wave photoluminescence experiments were realized using a HeCd laser (λ = 325 nm) that was focused down to a spot of 1 µm diameter using an objective with a numerical aperture of 0.65. The samples were mounted on a coldfinger cryostat that can reach temperatures between 10 and 300 K. The nanowire emission was collected by a 80 cm focal length spectrometer equipped with a 600 lines per mm grating and was detected with a CCD. Time-resolved photoluminescence experiments were performed at 10 K, using a frequency-doubled fs Ti:sapphire laser (excitation wavelength of 353 nm). A pulse picker was used to reduce the repetition rate to 475 kHz. We estimate the energy fluence per pulse to 10 µJ cm −2 . The laser was focused down to a 9 µm diameter spot at the surface of the sample. The photoluminescence signal was detected using a photomultiplier tube, and the synchronization of the photon counting with the excitation was obtained using a time-correlation acquisition system, yielding a time resolution of about 60 ps.
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